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Why autonomous institutions
introduce our high security
Marksheets and Certificates?
Wide spread use of digital tools has made counterfeiting and forgery very easy.
Now, digital scanners, image grabbers and colour printers are widely used to
counterfeit high value documents such as title deeds, agreements, university degree
certificates, mark-sheets, ID cards etc. Even currency notes with sophisticated
security features are easily attacked and Marksheets and University Certificates are
also not spared.
Once it was the responsibility of the Universities to issue both the Certificates and the
Marksheets. Security and authentication of these critical documents were also the
responsibility of the universities. However, after the introduction of Autonomous
Institutions, the responsibility of issuing Marksheets got shifted from the University to
the Institution and now the responsibility of any possible counterfeiting or forgery will
have to be handled by the Institution itself.
University Certificates and Marksheets are core prestigious documents in the life and
growth of a person and these documents must remain intact for a lifetime. Job
aspirants now travel across the globe and this adds complex threads to the security
requirements of University Certificates and Marksheets. So, a possible event of
counterfeiting or forgery of Marksheets or Certificates takes lots of sensitive
dimensions, especially in an age of high media activism, and can kill the brand
image of a reputed institution. On the other side, many recent happenings across
the globe and a widely anticipated ‘Digital Catastrophe’ pose several questions
against the security and long-term reliability of Cloud based data storage. Hence for
reputed Autonomous institutions, secure deliverance of Marksheets is as important as
providing quality education itself.

Light Logics – who we are?
Light Logics is India’s leading Laser Holography technology company. The Company
has the rare distinction of having awarded two consecutive India Innovation Gold
medals, jointly instituted by the Lockheed Martin – USA, (popular for their F16 fighter
jet and many high end strategic devices and systems), Indo-US Science and
Technology Forum, University of Texas at Austin, Department of Science and
Technology – Government of India and the FICCI.
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Light Logics Solutions
Our new generation Certificates and Marksheets involve effective fusion of
photonics, ICT and security printing technologies and these address all aspects of
digital counterfeiting, done by both organised and unorganised counterfeiters. Our
advanced proprietary features, elegant design and adherence to international
security standards in production - right from design to delivery, make the Certificates
and Marksheets unique and hence it is virtually impossible to effectively counterfeit
our documents and certificates even with advanced digital tools. Our secure
software for in-house student data printing addresses all practical aspects being
faced by an institution. Secure data and material handling, multilevel verification,
secure data storage etc. are other key aspects. All these contribute to better
branding, cost effectiveness, increased income, increased student satisfaction and
better branding.
We have over two decades of globally reputed experience and exposure in this
avenue. Our continuous R&D and innovation in Document Security always keep us
ahead of time and we are widely invited in almost all leading international
Document Security conferences, for presenting our latest innovations. Our experts
were involved in the design of the new generation Certificates of the University of
Kerala, University of Calicut, Kerala Agricultural University and a set of core
documents for governments in India and abroad.
A few of the reputed Autonomous Institutions who use our expert system and high
security Marksheets/ documents for totally in-house Marksheet printing: SB College,
Changanacherry, Farook College - Faruque, Christ College - Iringalkkuda,
Assumption College – Changanachery, St. Theresas College – Ernakulam.
A few of our other reputed document security clients: Adani Vizinjam Ports –
Trivandrum, Technopark – Trivandrum, Keltron – Trivandrum, Government of Assam,
Manipal Press - Manipal etc.

